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Note: see also B.9, Bishop Bennett for notes on Clapperton’s “Memoirs.”
CANON CLAPPERTON: MEMOIRS OF MISSIONARY PRIESTS

MEMOIRS OF SCOTCH MISSIONARY PRIESTS: Clapperton's original, 3 bound vol.

Vol 1. priests nos 1-44 (45)
Vol 2. - 45-68
Vol 3. - 69-104 with Deacon Anderson added

TRANSCRIPTS OF ABOVE BY GEORGE WILSON, Elgin 1901. 4 bound vol

Vol I. nos 1-39 list of places - names added at beginning.
Vol II. 40-49
Vol III. 50-77
Vol IV. 80-107 Added at end are:
   a) Deacon Anderson
   b) John Gordon of Glenrat
   c) Clergy lists 1762-1829
   d) Notes on Harrison, no 90

TYPESCRIPT OF WILSON'S TRANSCRIPT. 8 bound vol continuously paginated. Alphabetical index at end. Clergy lists to 1800 only.

JOHN SIMPSON, BUCKIE: Extracts from Clapperton's "Memoirs: Thomas Nicolson (34) and Thomas Linn (67) spring binder

JOHN SIMPSON, BUCKIE: Further extracts: James Gordon (40), spring binder. See also cc22 25

H. PURCELL: Typescript extracts from Clapperton's "Memoirs ---" of material dealing with Irish clergy. pp 1-25